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Each of the zones are fully programmable (e.9.
interior, exterior, entrance/exit door etc.) and
can be activated for maximum protection
whenever the zone is triggered.

The area partition allows the control panel to
split zones into different area of operation. Each
atea carries a separate control for its
designated functions. The panel operates
effectively as two different systems by sharing
with one alarm outputs.

The smart dialer built in the system is able to
inform you when the alarm is triggered. lt is so
powerful that you are even able to arm or
disarm the system through any touch tone
phone. There are a total of four phone numbers
that can be programmed.

The control panel in the system can turn your
system on or off with your PIN number and
control outputs that activate anything that can
be switched on and off (light, electric door,
radio, air conditioner and etc.)

SUPERVISION
I A new standard feature that help

increase the reliability of wireless sensor.
r Supervision performs full monitoring of

the wireless sensor and allows to detect
dead or missing wireless sensor.

coDE coMBr NATTON (6s536)
I Determine the security level of the system.

CODt SETTING (Learning)
I Learning is the new standard for code

setting. lt allowed fast setting for new
installation. lt also allow flexible setting
when re-configure of current system.

The control panel is fully protected by a
suppressor to suppress high current surge
causes by lightning.

Programmable Siren Timer

Both Way Reporting to CMS & 4 Personal Numbers

Fax Machine Override

Remote Arm/Disarm Via Mobile Phone

AllTriggered Zones lndication Via Mobile Phone

AllZones Status CheckVia Mobile Phone

Remote On/Off Automation Via Mobile Phone

Home Automation - Active During Entry & Exit Time

Home Automation - Follow Zone Triggered

Home Automation - Follow Trouble Condition Exists

Dynamic Battery Test

Door Chime

WalkTest Mode
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B Programmable Zones

Maximum 6 Keypads

Baby Friendly Commands

Built-in One Touch Arming

Status lndicators

Event Memory

2 Partition

Zone Sensitivity Adjustable

tntelligent Switching Arming Mode

Multiple User Codes

Built-in 2 Automation Point

Built-in Multiple Fuses for Better Protection :

Keypads Lockout to Prevent Unauthorized Guessing .


